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This issue was the most difficult to finish ever. I had covid for the second time, a lot of our writers
were in quarantine and the school was empty and quiet this month. This is actually something we,
teachers, long for all the time, but I think we didn't imagine it like this.

We all experienced this semester as a struggle, often in a roller coaster of being in and out of school.
It was hard for all of us, however we pulled it through somehow again. We are at the last quarter of
this covid match and spring is about to arrive soon. In a lot of countries they have started to stop the
restrictions and gone back to normal. Will we ever be able to see these days, too? Will we survive one
more year with this new "normal"? I think we, people, have the same questions and worries all
around the world.

Well, based on the historical proof, it is possible to say we will find a way out. The kids who were born
three years ago have grown up in a world where there are restrictions, applications and square
codes on our phones as a part of daily life.

So, as a last word, hang on there team!!

Hatice Güngör
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Friends: why do we need them?

Kristýna HLÔŠKOVÁ
I like my friends and I think that we have a very good relationship. Friends are important in my life
and I think I need them. We often go out together, talk and help each other with our lessons. We
share personal things because we trust each other. They are very funny. I have fun with them.
We have the same interests and we also understand each other. I would not change anything
about my friends because they are perfect for me. 

Jaroslav CHUMLEN 

My friends are so important to me because they help me when I’m sad or in the mood. I need my

friends because I like them. I play video games with my friends every day or go outside. They are

changing me because If I didn't have friends I’d be too sad. I share personal and private things with my

friend. I stopped being friends with one of them because he ignored my messages and calls. I like my

friends and I don't want to lose them.

Luboš ULRICH 
They are important to me because they are people that I spend most of my time with.
I need them because I don't want to be alone. I like people around me. I play games
with them, I go out with them, and I spend time with them in school. They didn't
change me. I don’t share private things with them. I wouldn’t change anything about
them. 
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LANGEROVÁ Adéla
In my life, friends are very important. I spend a lot of time with my friends outside or I chat
with them. I feel good when I’m around them. We laugh and enjoy our free time. We can
talk about everything, we can do everything together and I like it. If I did not have friends,
my life would be full of sadness or I don’t know what else. I can't imagine my life without
my friends. It is very sad if someone does not have any friends. I don’t share private things
with my friends or my family because I don't share them with anybody. They are my things
and I don’t want to share them. I don’t know why but I am not a sharing person. I don’t
want to change anything about my friends, because I like them for what they are. 

Stanislav TESAŘ 

My friends are important in my life. I need friends in my life because I’m happier with them. I

spend time with my friends a lot in school and in video games. They make me happier and add good

things to my personality. I sometimes share private things with my friends. I don't want to change

things with my friends.

Ema PONOCNÁ 
Friends are very important in my life because if you feel sad, they will help you and if
you feel happy, you share it with someone. Of course, you will meet fake friends but you
don't 
need people like that in your life.I like to hang out with my friends, talk, watch movies
together and just make memories. Friends are changing you in some ways too. For
example, they tell you they like a band, you listen to their songs and you start to listen
to the same thing. 

Lukáš OROLÍN 
My friends are very important in my life. I need my friends. In my free time I go out with my friends outside and do things we like. My
friends and I have fun. 
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Antonie ŠOLCOVÁ 

  Klára KVAČKOVÁ

In winter 2022 there are lots of fashion trends.

PUFFER JACKETS – Everyone
 needs

a puffer jacket 
in their closet

(of course
 we own one). 

And if it's

brown, cropped
, from the North

Face it's
 perfect!

BOTTOMS – Jeans
are bose, but if
you want to spice
it up, flared
leggings are a
great option.

SHOES – Our favo
urite

s

are 
Nike 

shoe
s, 

for

exam
ple 

Air 
Force

 1 or

Jorda
ns (w

e ha
ve bo

th)

ACCE
SSORIES - Every

outf
it need

s a warm

hat. 
We don't

 suppo
rt

scarf
s, but 

ever
yone

can 
wear 

what 
they

want, 
in our 

opinio
n a

neckl
ace 

aroun
d your

neck 
is way be

tter
.



Emma Filipi
Haw to draw fishHaw to draw fishHaw to draw fish

1. DRAW ORANGE BUBBLES IN THE
SHAPE OF A FISH. AND AROUND
THE BLUE LIKE WATER. AND YOU
CAN COLOR.

2. MAKE A SHADOW ON EACH
BUBBLE.

3. LET'S MAKE A FISH OUTLINE, FINISH OUR EYES AND WE'RE DONE.
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ABOUT DOGS

Dogs are very inteligent animals. The most iteligent breeds are: Border Collie, Australian Shepperd,  

and Poodle. And these are breeds what learn fast: Italian Greyhound, Gold Retriever, Labradore

Retriever, and Sheltie (there are a lot of them,but I wrote only the famous ones).

They are cute, but some breeds are very dangerous. Dangerous breads are: Pitbull, Doberman,

Czechoslovakian Wolfhound.

You can adopt a dog, or buy it. I am prefering adopting, because you are making good thing and dogs

have more happier life. 

You need to reguarly go to vet, to keep your dog safe.  They control if it's your dog healthy, when

is something bad, they will give you medicine. The most famous diseases are: Rabies and Hepatitis.

They are vaccinable.

Dogs need to have activity every day.  You can go on walks with him, fetch with him, or go on trip

with him.

If you want to teach your dog some tricks, I am prefering youtube (if you have time, you can go on

summer camps with your dog). So many people are making dog dances and agility, where you can win some

trophy.

You can also buy to your dog some toys, snacks and balls. My dog likes tennis balls and his favourite

snack are healthy bones for dogs.

Stella Malátová
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Hello, we are Matyáš and Anna. When we were little, we liked each other but now we are
thirteen and it's different.. we go to same class 7.B 
Going to the same class has advantages but it's difficult.
Because we both have different opinions and because we don't have same friends, it's
sometimes hard because when you see someone you don't like in your house, it's weird.
When I came home there was a friend of my brother  whom i really don't like.
We envy the other to what can do. For exemple when one of us knows more math or physics. 
The advantage of going to the same class is that we can help with our homework..
Another advantage is that if others forget the snack, the other one can bring it.
Having a twin is not bad, whenever you are bored you can come to your twin and annoy.

sister+
brother

M A T Y Á Š  F O L P R E C H T  
&  
A N N A  F O L P R E C H T O V Á
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Book
Review

L U K Á Š  R A I S  
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Harry Potter: Certain
Hogwarts Professor

of Magic

This Book is a kind o fan-fiction of the book named Harry
potter which is very popular so before you want to read
this book you have to be sure to read books from the harry
potter series. This story is about a certain named Felix, this
boy graduates from the School of magic with the highest
grades in the history of the school. 
But after graduating he wanted to become a professor
because he realized how many things he hasn't learned
from the library but his application was declined by the
Principal of the School. After 3Years of Traveling around the
world, his application was finally accepted and he become
a professor. 
The book is certainly interesting and exciting because he
often meets Harry Potter and a lot of fun scenes came to
life from this book which I had to laugh about. I read this
book on mobile. 
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The violin is a stringed instrument with four
strings tuned in pure fifths: g, d, a, e. It has
a deep tradition in European classical
music, and most composers have devoted
an important part of their works to it. They
are the smallest of the violin family, which
also includes the viola and the cello. The
first modern violin is believed to have been
built by Andrea Amati on commission from
the Medici family - he was asked to build
an instrument that would be suitable for
street musicians. Originally, the violin was
probably intended to imitate the human
voice. 

Piano from Latin claves = keys. It is a
stringed percussion musical instrument
(also called a grand piano or formerly
fortepiano). The grandfather of the piano
was the Greek monochord, essentially a
device for measuring musical intervals. It
was a single string stretched across a
sounding board, which was divided into
different lengths of string, which were then
sounded by a mallet called a plectron.

About Music

M
IC
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1. How long have you been playing the piano?
I have learned piano and violin since I was 3 years old. So I play the piano for almost 42 years 
2. How did you get interested in the piano?
I have liked the sound of the piano very much.
3. Who do you like to play with the most?
I like collaboration with excellent musicians, especially violinists because this is my second
favourite instrument :-)
4. What made you start playing music?
I love music. I love good music which we can be found in all styles
5. What kind of composer do you like?
In my opinion, one of the most difficult composers ever is W. A. Mozart. His music sounds very
simple but the music is very deep and very clear. No space to make a mistake.
6. How many competitions have you been to?
I have visited several international piano competitions when I was a student. For example
Competition in Gaillard in France, J. Brahms Competition in Pörtschach in Austria which I won.
The last special prize I received from the Musical society was “Salon de Virtuosi” in New York in
2016.

Miroslav Sekera

The violoncello (colloquially cello) is a stringed
instrument with strings tuned in pure fifths: (C,
G, d, a), i.e. an octave lower than the viola. The
cello is the deepest of the violin family of
instruments. These instruments developed in
parallel with the so-called viola instruments
(derived from the viola da gamba). The first
modern cello was made in Cremona in 1572 by
Andrea Amati. 

violoncello
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Kristýna HLÔŠKOVÁ
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Wie man einfach Deutsch lernt
Deutsch lernen ist für viele Menschen nicht einfach, weil es eine sehr schwierige
Grammatik hat. Es gehört zu den schwierigsten Sprachen der welt. Ich habe ein paar
Tipps  für euch, mit welchen Deutsch einfach für sie wird. 

1. Ihr könnt mit Apps lernen
Heute gibt's viele Apps für Deutsch lernen. Zum Beispiel:
Der Die Das ➟ Hier können wir den Artikel lernen. 
Deutsch lernen➟ In diesem App sind Deutsche texte (von A1 bis C2 Niveau).
Deutsch hören➟ Das ist gleich wie “Deutsch lernen” aber hier sind Deutsche Videos                         
Duolingo➟ Wir können hier Deutsch und viele andere Sprache lernen. Hier gibt's viele                
Lektionen von den leichtesten bis zu den schwierigsten.
German LinDuo➟ LinDuo ist ziemlich gleich wie Duolingo aber LinDuo ist besser nach meiner
Meinung. 
Grammatik Deutsch➟ In diesem App sind Übungen (von A1 bis C2 Niveau). Zuerst könnt ihr die
Erklärung sehen und dann machen sie die Übung. 
Memrise➟ Ihr könnt hier Wörter und Phrasen lernen, manchmal Grammatik auch.
OkyDoky➟ Wenn ihr die App öffnet, entdeckt ihr eine Mappe, ihr klickt auf das Land, in dem
man die Sprache spricht, die ihr lernen möchtet und du siehst die Grammatik, die Wörter und
die Spiele. Das sieht gut aus? Oder nicht?
Readle➟ Hier sind die deutschen Texte und die Grammatik.
Tobo German➟ Wenn ihr die Wörter lernen wollt, diese App ist sehr gut. Hier sind Lektionen
mit Wörter und die Spiele mit Wörter.

2. Ihr könnt Filme auf Deutsch sehen.
Für Deutsch lernen ist es wichtig Verständnis von Videos und Filmen oder die Serien sind gut für das. Zum
Beispiel auf Netflix sind viele Filmen und viele Serien auf Deutsch oder mit Deutschem Dabing. Ein guter
Film, den meiner Meinung nach jeder sehen sollte, ist die Welle. Aus Serien sind gut zum Beispiel Dark
oder Biohackers. Auf YouTube sind viele Videos mit Deutsch auch. Wenn ihr wollt, könnt ihr etwa. auf
YouTube suchen. Für die Anfänger sind gut nur kleine Dialogen.
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3. Ihr könnt auf Deutsch lesen
Im Internet oder in der Bibliothek sind Bücher, die auf Deutsch geschrieben sind. Am besten sind zum
Beispiel Bücher mit Spiegeltext (eine Seite auf Deutsch und eine auf Tschechisch).
4. Ihr könnt einen Freund finden, der mit ihnen lernen wird.
Wenn ihr habt einen Freund auf Lernen alles geht besser. Findet ihr einfach jemanden, der mit ihnen
Deutsch lernen möchte oder jemanden, der bereits Deutsch kann ( z. B. einen Lehrer oder eine
Lehrerin).
5. Ihr könnt Sprechen
Um Deutsch zu lernen, muss man gut sprechen lernen. Ihr könnt mit einem Freund, einem Lehrer (eine
Lehrerin) oder mit sich selbst sprechen. Probiert ihr es aus und seht ihr, wie Ihr Deutsch besser wird.
6. Ihr könnt schreiben
Schreibt ihr einen Text. Das macht Spaß. Also warum nicht? Schreibt ihr die Texte, ohne den Übersetzer
zu benutzen. Ihr könnt über Alles schreiben, was interessiert sich. Es gibt viele Themen. Also probiert
ihr es.
Ende
Was denkt ihr jetzt ? Kann man Deutsch einfach lernen? Ich hoffe dass, Ihnen der Artikel gefallen hat.
Wenn ihr anfängt, Deutsch zu lernen und Hilfe braucht, könnt ihr zu mir kommen und ich helfe Ihnen.
Danke für Lesen.
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How to study more effectIVEly
Magdaléna Michalová

Sometimesstretch a little
bit, don’t sit

still.  

Take your phone and put it in

another room, so it doesn’t

distract you Make your

favourite tea/drink. 

Play a calmmusic, it will
help you toconcentratebetter  

Determine how

much you want

to do before you

take a break.  

When you think of

something you should

do, write it on a paper

and you don’t have to

think about it.  

Learn maximum
as 20-50
minutes, then
take a break.

Drink a lot

of water.  

Don’t forget

to take a

break for a

snack. 
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VOLUNTEERING, BUT
HOW?

TERIBEAR 
Barbora LINHARTOVÁ

Teribear is a charity run. This event takes place every year in
Park Štěpánka in Mladá Boleslav. How can you help?
Everyone can register at the Start and run the route. If you
don't want to run, you can finish the route by walking. For
each kilometer Škoda Auto will pay 20 kč and you pay 60 kč
we will pay for registration. Raised money is donated to a
children's home in Vrchlabí and an institute for infants.

Dům seniorů Mb - MB Retirement Home
Jakub ČERVA 
The goal is to respect human rights, freedom and also
meet the needs of the users.
If you want to volunteer here you can help them by
spending time with the seniors or just keep in touch
with them. If you want to help here you shouldn’t
judge their intellect or talk with them about their
diseases. Rules to volunteer here are as follows: you
need to take a course with personnel, they will
supervise you from time to time and then you need to
pass the entrance test. When you come to help, you
need to have a clean suit and you will sign the
documents that you were there.

Unicef
Kateřina ČUBANOVÁ 

Activity? They provide endangered children resources and healthcare.
Help? They save children’s lives, defend their rights and help make their
dreams come true.
Who? Anyone who has spare money in their bank account. To help
manually you need to have an undergraduate degree or several years of
work experience.
Organizers? The UNICEF team and their sponsors and partners.
When? Volunteers can donate at any time on their website.
(https://www.unicef.org/ ) For manual volunteers they set the time
privately
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1. I think the biggest difference in high school is teachers. In elementary school, all
of the teachers remember your name and some things about you but in high school
they barely remember your name.
2. I am still in touch with my friends, mostly I am in touch with Kuba Tomek.
3. My favourite teacher is my geography teacher because she is so kind and
understanding about tests and homework.
4. I miss my classmates and also teachers. I really miss English lessons with Mrs.
Güngör because our English teacher can´t pronounce anything right.
5. I really recommend watching films and tv shows in English just with English
subtitles.
6. Yes,I’d like to study psychology and become a therapist.
 
Verča Cyrany

You've got mail from the next school
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1.The biggest difference is that we are focused on artistic classes.
2. No, because I'm an introvert.
3. My favourite teacher is the artistic class teacher.
4. I miss Miss Hatice because she is the best English teacher.
5. I think they should focus more on studying.
6. No, I don't have any plans on my future job.

Veronika Surynková

QUESTIONS
What was the biggest difference between elementary school and high school for you?  Are you in touch with your friends from
Kosmonosy? If yes, with who?  Who is your favourite teacher in your new school and why?  What do you miss from your
school days here and why?  Can you give the younger ones some tips to improve their English?  As you are in high school now,
any plans about your future job?




